
 

McCaffrey’s Food Markets Continue Growth 
Supported by Unified Grocery Enterprise 
Technology from ECRS 
 
Pennsylvania-based grocery chain, McCaffrey’s 
Food Markets, have rolled through the first half of 
2016 with great excitement and success. In addition 
to opening several new stores, they also introduced 
a “Simply Fresh” concept store, and implemented a 
modern retail technology system to elevate 
customer engagement and synchronize their multi-store operation. 



 
The Catapult ® grocery success system, provided by omnichannel technology leader ECRS,  is being 
installed in all McCaffrey’s locations. This technology overhaul included: legacy point of sale 
replacement, direct EMV payment processing with First Data ®, supply chain connectivity with the 
grocer’s main wholesaler, SuperValu, and multi-store data synchronization.  

 
“We conducted an extensive search for a 
technology partner that could support our 
continued growth,” commented Jim McCaffrey 
IV. “We were looking for a fully integrated 
solution that could take us out of the silo 
environment of legacy POS and item 
maintenance systems. ECRS has been a terrific 
partner, and we couldn't be more pleased with 
our selection.” 
 
 

“ECRS is proud to support McCaffrey’s Food Markets as they become a leader in their region and set 
the bar for progressive grocery retailing,” said Pete Catoe, CEO, President, and Founder of ECRS. 
“They have carefully selected technology to support their immediate and long-term goals, and ECRS 
will remain a steadfast partner in their mission.” 
 
 
About ECRS 
ECRS specializes in grocery business optimization and success. Our focus is on delivering solutions 
that elevate enterprise operations from unified commerce to data analytics, thereby improving the 
consumer experience, employee satisfaction, enterprise efficiency, and revenue performance. ECRS 
solutions include: point of sale, self-service kiosk, mobile POS, accelerated checkout ®, web-based 
back office management and dashboard analytics, customer loyalty, eCoupon, inventory and 
replenishment, warehousing, supplier integration, gift card, membership management, fuel pump 
integration, pharmacy system integration, consultation, support, and services.  
 
Contact: ecrs.com - 800.211.1172 - solutions@ecrs.com  


